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 MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY 

MRS. MALE’S 
ACADEMIC 

STRATEGIES & 
HOMEROOM 

 
 

2:25-3:00 CHESS 
with Dr. Larkin 

 
 

3rd & 6thhour  
5th grade academics 
today!  
 
Early release @ 2:10p 

 www.ixl.com is available to 
help you be successful in 
ALL subjects. Sign on to 

build skills! 

 
 
Welcome back, my young friends - you are officially halfway through the 5th grade!  We open the 3rd quarter with 
new opportunities for all to succeed and finish off your elementary school careers strong.  Remember that you are 
not only learning about fractions, geometry (our next stop!), and more complex math concepts, but you are also 
practicing ‘soft skills’ like committing to ‘make time’ to meet deadlines (i.e., homework, every Monday and 
Thursday), determining when to focus(“Lesson is on the board, it’s time to pay attention!”), and identifying who is 
responsible for your progress(😎).   I look forward to all of you finding a path to success - IXL and the video links 
posted here in www.mrsmalesclass.com are offered to pave that path - but I will be physically absent for a few 
weeks while I have my injured hip fixed up.  Rest assured that you will be in good hands while I’m gone and I look 
forward to being back in the classroom very soon! 
 
Warm regards,  
Donna Male, MAEd 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

mailto:dmale@fhacademics.org
http://www.ixl.com/
http://www.mrsmalesclass.com/
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 MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY 

5th Grade 
MATHEMATICS 

   Lessons & 
Activities this week 
 
GOOGLE 
CLASSROOM 

CODE: 
zmx87bb 
 
Sections:  
 
 52/ 2nd Hour 
 56/ 5th Hour 
 57/ 6th Hour 

 
 

 
 
 

HIGHLIGHTED 
LINKS ARE 5th 
GRADE MATH 
RESOURCES 
TO SUPPORT 
THIS WEEK’S 
LESSONS. 
 
 
 
 
 

Q3 DMR 1-1 
 
5.M.G.B.03 - The 
Highly Proficient 
student can draw or 
construct specific 
two-dimensional 
figures according to 
its definitions, 
attributes, or 
categories. 
 
Lesson/Activity: 
Hierarchy of 2d shapes 
(Ppt. w/notetaking). 
https://www.beyondtext
books.org/Preschool-5t
h/Fifth_Grade/Math/Sta
ndards/5.M.G.B.04/Teac
her_Submitted_Resour
ces/Presentations/Hiera
rchy_of_2_Dimensional
_Shapes 
 
Homework/reinforce: 
Identifying polygons 
worksheet. 
https://www.mathantics.
com/files/pdfs/Workshe
ets_Polygons.pdf, 
p.1&3 
 
THIS WEEK’S IXL 
ASSIGNMENTS(SEE 
Google Classroom for 
links!): 

Q3 DMR 1-2 
 
5.M.G.B.04 - The 
Highly Proficient 
student can classify 
two-dimensional 
figures in the 
hierarchy based on 
properties. 
 
Self-correct Monday’s 
homework and staple 
into notebook. 
 
Lesson/Activity: 
Hierarchy of 
Quadrilaterals (Ppt. 
w/notetaking) 
https://www.beyondtex
tbooks.org/Preschool-5
th/Fifth_Grade/Math/St
andards/5.M.G.B.04/Te
acher_Submitted_Reso
urces/Lessons/Quadril
ateral_Types_and_Pro
perties 
 
 
ILLP: Use on-line 
resources for pictorial 
versions of the concepts:  
 
Homework: Work on 
IXL.com personal plan. 
 
ONLINE RESOURCES: 
 

PBL DAY 
6th hour math today 
(no 2nd or 5th hour 
math) 
 
Lesson/Activity:  
1. Quadrilaterals in 
teams. 
https://www.mathantics.
com/files/pdf/Exercises
_Quadrilaterals.pdf 
 
2. Lesson/Activity: See 
Google Classroom, “IXL 
for week of 1/6/2020” to 
complete target skills. 
 
Homework: Review 
types of quadrilaterals 
 
 
ONLINE RESOURCES: 

 
Attributes of 
Quadrilaterals 
https://www.bing.com/videos/
search?q=attributes+of+2d+s
hapes%2c+5th+grade&ru=%2f
videos%2fsearch%3fq%3dattri
butes%2520of%25202d%2520
shapes%252C%25205th%2520
grade%26qs%3dn%26form%3
dQBVDMH%26sp%3d-1%26pq
%3dattributes%2520of%25202
d%2520shapes%252C%25205t
h%2520grad%26sc%3d0-33%2

Q3 DMR 1-4 
 
Lesson/Activity:  Types 
of Triangles (Ppt. 
w/notetaking) 
https://www.beyondtext
books.org/Preschool-5t
h/Fifth_Grade/Math/Sta
ndards/5.M.G.B.04/Teac
her_Submitted_Resour
ces/Presentations/Clas
sifying_Triangle_Sides
_Presentation_and_Cla
ss_Notes 
 
 
ILLP: Use on-line 
resources for pictorial 
versions of the concepts:  
 
Homework/reinforce: 
Classifying triangles 
worksheet. 
https://www.mathantics
.com/files/pdfs/Worksh
eets_Triangles.pdf, 
p.1&2 
 
ONLINE RESOURCES: 

Triangles classified by 
angles and/or sides 
https://www.bing.com/videos/
search?q=Classifying+triangl
es%2c+math+antics&&view=
detail&mid=63A0AF9031623A
C914E263A0AF9031623AC91
4E2&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=
%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%
3DClassifying%2520triangles
%252C%2520math%2520antic

Q3 DMR FRIDAY FIVE 
 
Lesson/Activity: See 
Google Classroom, 
“IXL for week of 
1/6/2020” to complete 
target skills. 
 
ILLP: Use on-line 
resources for pictorial 
versions of the concepts:  
 
Homework: NONE. so 
read, read, read! 
 
 
ONLINE RESOURCES: 
 
Classifying Polygons 
https://www.bing.com/videos/
search?q=classifying+polygo
ns&&view=detail&mid=8CC38
C5475C80C95A3CF8CC38C54
75C80C95A3CF&&FORM=VR
DGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsea
rch%3Fq%3Dclassifying%252
0polygons%26qs%3Dn%26fo
rm%3DQBVDMH%26sp%3D-1
%26pq%3Dclassifying%2520
polygons%26sc%3D8-20%26
sk%3D%26cvid%3DF0FD1F30
7DB742A395CEBE3E9FE384E
8 
Finding the sum of 
interior and exterior 
angles of polygons 
https://www.bing.com/videos/
search?q=Classifying+Polyg
ons+Khan+Academy&&view=
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https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Classifying+triangles%2c+math+antics&&view=detail&mid=63A0AF9031623AC914E263A0AF9031623AC914E2&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3DClassifying%2520triangles%252C%2520math%2520antics%26qs%3Dn%26form%3DQBVR%26sp%3D-1%26pq%3Dclassifying%2520triangles%252C%2520math%2520antic%26sc%3D3-33%26sk%3D%26cvid%3D87CF681F404B422EB97826A090C8F42B
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Classifying+triangles%2c+math+antics&&view=detail&mid=63A0AF9031623AC914E263A0AF9031623AC914E2&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3DClassifying%2520triangles%252C%2520math%2520antics%26qs%3Dn%26form%3DQBVR%26sp%3D-1%26pq%3Dclassifying%2520triangles%252C%2520math%2520antic%26sc%3D3-33%26sk%3D%26cvid%3D87CF681F404B422EB97826A090C8F42B
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=classifying+polygons&&view=detail&mid=8CC38C5475C80C95A3CF8CC38C5475C80C95A3CF&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dclassifying%2520polygons%26qs%3Dn%26form%3DQBVDMH%26sp%3D-1%26pq%3Dclassifying%2520polygons%26sc%3D8-20%26sk%3D%26cvid%3DF0FD1F307DB742A395CEBE3E9FE384E8
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=classifying+polygons&&view=detail&mid=8CC38C5475C80C95A3CF8CC38C5475C80C95A3CF&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dclassifying%2520polygons%26qs%3Dn%26form%3DQBVDMH%26sp%3D-1%26pq%3Dclassifying%2520polygons%26sc%3D8-20%26sk%3D%26cvid%3DF0FD1F307DB742A395CEBE3E9FE384E8
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=classifying+polygons&&view=detail&mid=8CC38C5475C80C95A3CF8CC38C5475C80C95A3CF&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dclassifying%2520polygons%26qs%3Dn%26form%3DQBVDMH%26sp%3D-1%26pq%3Dclassifying%2520polygons%26sc%3D8-20%26sk%3D%26cvid%3DF0FD1F307DB742A395CEBE3E9FE384E8
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=classifying+polygons&&view=detail&mid=8CC38C5475C80C95A3CF8CC38C5475C80C95A3CF&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dclassifying%2520polygons%26qs%3Dn%26form%3DQBVDMH%26sp%3D-1%26pq%3Dclassifying%2520polygons%26sc%3D8-20%26sk%3D%26cvid%3DF0FD1F307DB742A395CEBE3E9FE384E8
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=classifying+polygons&&view=detail&mid=8CC38C5475C80C95A3CF8CC38C5475C80C95A3CF&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dclassifying%2520polygons%26qs%3Dn%26form%3DQBVDMH%26sp%3D-1%26pq%3Dclassifying%2520polygons%26sc%3D8-20%26sk%3D%26cvid%3DF0FD1F307DB742A395CEBE3E9FE384E8
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=classifying+polygons&&view=detail&mid=8CC38C5475C80C95A3CF8CC38C5475C80C95A3CF&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dclassifying%2520polygons%26qs%3Dn%26form%3DQBVDMH%26sp%3D-1%26pq%3Dclassifying%2520polygons%26sc%3D8-20%26sk%3D%26cvid%3DF0FD1F307DB742A395CEBE3E9FE384E8
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=classifying+polygons&&view=detail&mid=8CC38C5475C80C95A3CF8CC38C5475C80C95A3CF&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dclassifying%2520polygons%26qs%3Dn%26form%3DQBVDMH%26sp%3D-1%26pq%3Dclassifying%2520polygons%26sc%3D8-20%26sk%3D%26cvid%3DF0FD1F307DB742A395CEBE3E9FE384E8
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=classifying+polygons&&view=detail&mid=8CC38C5475C80C95A3CF8CC38C5475C80C95A3CF&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dclassifying%2520polygons%26qs%3Dn%26form%3DQBVDMH%26sp%3D-1%26pq%3Dclassifying%2520polygons%26sc%3D8-20%26sk%3D%26cvid%3DF0FD1F307DB742A395CEBE3E9FE384E8
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=classifying+polygons&&view=detail&mid=8CC38C5475C80C95A3CF8CC38C5475C80C95A3CF&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dclassifying%2520polygons%26qs%3Dn%26form%3DQBVDMH%26sp%3D-1%26pq%3Dclassifying%2520polygons%26sc%3D8-20%26sk%3D%26cvid%3DF0FD1F307DB742A395CEBE3E9FE384E8
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=classifying+polygons&&view=detail&mid=8CC38C5475C80C95A3CF8CC38C5475C80C95A3CF&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dclassifying%2520polygons%26qs%3Dn%26form%3DQBVDMH%26sp%3D-1%26pq%3Dclassifying%2520polygons%26sc%3D8-20%26sk%3D%26cvid%3DF0FD1F307DB742A395CEBE3E9FE384E8
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=classifying+polygons&&view=detail&mid=8CC38C5475C80C95A3CF8CC38C5475C80C95A3CF&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dclassifying%2520polygons%26qs%3Dn%26form%3DQBVDMH%26sp%3D-1%26pq%3Dclassifying%2520polygons%26sc%3D8-20%26sk%3D%26cvid%3DF0FD1F307DB742A395CEBE3E9FE384E8
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=classifying+polygons&&view=detail&mid=8CC38C5475C80C95A3CF8CC38C5475C80C95A3CF&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dclassifying%2520polygons%26qs%3Dn%26form%3DQBVDMH%26sp%3D-1%26pq%3Dclassifying%2520polygons%26sc%3D8-20%26sk%3D%26cvid%3DF0FD1F307DB742A395CEBE3E9FE384E8
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=classifying+polygons&&view=detail&mid=8CC38C5475C80C95A3CF8CC38C5475C80C95A3CF&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dclassifying%2520polygons%26qs%3Dn%26form%3DQBVDMH%26sp%3D-1%26pq%3Dclassifying%2520polygons%26sc%3D8-20%26sk%3D%26cvid%3DF0FD1F307DB742A395CEBE3E9FE384E8
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=classifying+polygons&&view=detail&mid=8CC38C5475C80C95A3CF8CC38C5475C80C95A3CF&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dclassifying%2520polygons%26qs%3Dn%26form%3DQBVDMH%26sp%3D-1%26pq%3Dclassifying%2520polygons%26sc%3D8-20%26sk%3D%26cvid%3DF0FD1F307DB742A395CEBE3E9FE384E8
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Classifying+Polygons+Khan+Academy&&view=detail&mid=D1357E1A7EB63D7805E7D1357E1A7EB63D7805E7&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3DClassifying%2BPolygons%2BKhan%2BAcademy%26FORM%3DVDMHRS
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Classifying+Polygons+Khan+Academy&&view=detail&mid=D1357E1A7EB63D7805E7D1357E1A7EB63D7805E7&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3DClassifying%2BPolygons%2BKhan%2BAcademy%26FORM%3DVDMHRS
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Classifying+Polygons+Khan+Academy&&view=detail&mid=D1357E1A7EB63D7805E7D1357E1A7EB63D7805E7&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3DClassifying%2BPolygons%2BKhan%2BAcademy%26FORM%3DVDMHRS
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HIGHLIGHTED 
LINKS ARE 5th 
GRADE MATH 
RESOURCES, 
continued. 

Section BB: Triangles & 
Quadrilaterals, #1,2, 3, 
6,10, 11.  All due for a 
grade by Friday. 
 
ILLP: Use on-line 
resources for pictorial 
versions of the concepts:  
 
ONLINE RESOURCES: 
www.ixl.com 
Attributes of 2d shapes 
https://www.bing.com/videos/se
arch?q=attributes+of+2d+shape
s&&view=detail&mid=0DB79E9
0B28C22D09E3E0DB79E90B2
8C22D09E3E&&FORM=VRDG
AR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%
3Fq%3Dattributes%2520of%25
202d%2520shapes%26qs%3Dn
%26form%3DQBVDMH%26sp
%3D-1%26pq%3Dattributes%2
520of%25202d%2520shapes%
26sc%3D8-23%26sk%3D%26c
vid%3DAECE6BF6CD1140CDA
38A2153C0977B42 
 
Classifying Basic 
Polygons 
https://www.bing.com/videos/se
arch?q=attributes+of+2d+shape
s%2c+5th+grade&ru=%2fvideos
%2fsearch%3fq%3dattributes%
2520of%25202d%2520shapes
%252C%25205th%2520grade%
26qs%3dn%26form%3dQBVDM
H%26sp%3d-1%26pq%3dattrib
utes%2520of%25202d%2520sh
apes%252C%25205th%2520gr
ad%26sc%3d0-33%26sk%3d%
26cvid%3d1700E05B76A44185
A398D6008932F691&view=deta
il&mid=BA979030546FAFE7F7
E1BA979030546FAFE7F7E1&&
FORM=VDRVRV 
 

Classifying 
Quadrilaterals 
https://www.bing.com/videos/s
earch?q=attributes+of+2d+sha
pes%2c+5th+grade&&view=det
ail&mid=57D5F116F6707B74C
B8E57D5F116F6707B74CB8E
&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fv
ideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dattri
butes%2520of%25202d%2520
shapes%252C%25205th%252
0grade%26qs%3Dn%26form%
3DQBVDMH%26sp%3D-1%26
pq%3Dattributes%2520of%252
02d%2520shapes%252C%252
05th%2520grad%26sc%3D0-3
3%26sk%3D%26cvid%3D1700
E05B76A44185A398D6008932
F691 
 
Quadrilaterals by 
angles & sides 
https://www.bing.com/videos/s
earch?q=attributes+of+2d+sha
pes%2c+5th+grade&ru=%2fvid
eos%2fsearch%3fq%3dattribut
es%2520of%25202d%2520sha
pes%252C%25205th%2520gra
de%26qs%3dn%26form%3dQ
BVDMH%26sp%3d-1%26pq%
3dattributes%2520of%25202d
%2520shapes%252C%25205t
h%2520grad%26sc%3d0-33%
26sk%3d%26cvid%3d1700E05
B76A44185A398D6008932F69
1&view=detail&mid=0EE972B1
7D99612B0B330EE972B17D9
9612B0B33&rvsmid=83157DC
FF9A8949DEB5683157DCFF9
A8949DEB56&FORM=VDRVR
V 
 
 

6sk%3d%26cvid%3d1700E05B
76A44185A398D6008932F691
&view=detail&mid=6EBB3033
951C69EF9E1C6EBB3033951
C69EF9E1C&&FORM=VDRVR
V 
 
Manually Classify 
Quadrilaterals 
https://www.bing.com/videos/
search?q=attributes+of+2d+s
hapes%2c+5th+grade&ru=%2f
videos%2fsearch%3fq%3dattri
butes%2520of%25202d%2520
shapes%252C%25205th%2520
grade%26qs%3dn%26form%3
dQBVDMH%26sp%3d-1%26pq
%3dattributes%2520of%25202
d%2520shapes%252C%25205t
h%2520grad%26sc%3d0-33%2
6sk%3d%26cvid%3d1700E05B
76A44185A398D6008932F691
&view=detail&mid=ABF66309
B756303E1282ABF66309B756
303E1282&&FORM=VDRVRV 
 
 

s%26qs%3Dn%26form%3DQ
BVR%26sp%3D-1%26pq%3D
classifying%2520triangles%2
52C%2520math%2520antic%2
6sc%3D3-33%26sk%3D%26cv
id%3D87CF681F404B422EB9
7826A090C8F42B 
 
Properties of triangles 
https://www.bing.com/videos/
search?q=Classifying+triangl
es%2c+math+antics&&view=
detail&mid=FC2BA3EA00894
1CD90BCFC2BA3EA008941C
D90BC&&FORM=VRDGAR&r
u=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3F
q%3DClassifying%2520triang
les%252C%2520math%2520a
ntics%26qs%3Dn%26form%3
DQBVR%26sp%3D-1%26pq%
3Dclassifying%2520triangles
%252C%2520math%2520antic
%26sc%3D3-33%26sk%3D%2
6cvid%3D87CF681F404B422E
B97826A090C8F42B 
 
 

detail&mid=D1357E1A7EB63
D7805E7D1357E1A7EB63D78
05E7&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=
%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%
3DClassifying%2BPolygons%
2BKhan%2BAcademy%26FO
RM%3DVDMHRS 
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https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=attributes+of+2d+shapes&&view=detail&mid=0DB79E90B28C22D09E3E0DB79E90B28C22D09E3E&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dattributes%2520of%25202d%2520shapes%26qs%3Dn%26form%3DQBVDMH%26sp%3D-1%26pq%3Dattributes%2520of%25202d%2520shapes%26sc%3D8-23%26sk%3D%26cvid%3DAECE6BF6CD1140CDA38A2153C0977B42
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=attributes+of+2d+shapes&&view=detail&mid=0DB79E90B28C22D09E3E0DB79E90B28C22D09E3E&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dattributes%2520of%25202d%2520shapes%26qs%3Dn%26form%3DQBVDMH%26sp%3D-1%26pq%3Dattributes%2520of%25202d%2520shapes%26sc%3D8-23%26sk%3D%26cvid%3DAECE6BF6CD1140CDA38A2153C0977B42
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=attributes+of+2d+shapes&&view=detail&mid=0DB79E90B28C22D09E3E0DB79E90B28C22D09E3E&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dattributes%2520of%25202d%2520shapes%26qs%3Dn%26form%3DQBVDMH%26sp%3D-1%26pq%3Dattributes%2520of%25202d%2520shapes%26sc%3D8-23%26sk%3D%26cvid%3DAECE6BF6CD1140CDA38A2153C0977B42
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=attributes+of+2d+shapes&&view=detail&mid=0DB79E90B28C22D09E3E0DB79E90B28C22D09E3E&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dattributes%2520of%25202d%2520shapes%26qs%3Dn%26form%3DQBVDMH%26sp%3D-1%26pq%3Dattributes%2520of%25202d%2520shapes%26sc%3D8-23%26sk%3D%26cvid%3DAECE6BF6CD1140CDA38A2153C0977B42
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=attributes+of+2d+shapes&&view=detail&mid=0DB79E90B28C22D09E3E0DB79E90B28C22D09E3E&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dattributes%2520of%25202d%2520shapes%26qs%3Dn%26form%3DQBVDMH%26sp%3D-1%26pq%3Dattributes%2520of%25202d%2520shapes%26sc%3D8-23%26sk%3D%26cvid%3DAECE6BF6CD1140CDA38A2153C0977B42
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=attributes+of+2d+shapes&&view=detail&mid=0DB79E90B28C22D09E3E0DB79E90B28C22D09E3E&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dattributes%2520of%25202d%2520shapes%26qs%3Dn%26form%3DQBVDMH%26sp%3D-1%26pq%3Dattributes%2520of%25202d%2520shapes%26sc%3D8-23%26sk%3D%26cvid%3DAECE6BF6CD1140CDA38A2153C0977B42
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=attributes+of+2d+shapes&&view=detail&mid=0DB79E90B28C22D09E3E0DB79E90B28C22D09E3E&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dattributes%2520of%25202d%2520shapes%26qs%3Dn%26form%3DQBVDMH%26sp%3D-1%26pq%3Dattributes%2520of%25202d%2520shapes%26sc%3D8-23%26sk%3D%26cvid%3DAECE6BF6CD1140CDA38A2153C0977B42
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=attributes+of+2d+shapes&&view=detail&mid=0DB79E90B28C22D09E3E0DB79E90B28C22D09E3E&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dattributes%2520of%25202d%2520shapes%26qs%3Dn%26form%3DQBVDMH%26sp%3D-1%26pq%3Dattributes%2520of%25202d%2520shapes%26sc%3D8-23%26sk%3D%26cvid%3DAECE6BF6CD1140CDA38A2153C0977B42
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=attributes+of+2d+shapes&&view=detail&mid=0DB79E90B28C22D09E3E0DB79E90B28C22D09E3E&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dattributes%2520of%25202d%2520shapes%26qs%3Dn%26form%3DQBVDMH%26sp%3D-1%26pq%3Dattributes%2520of%25202d%2520shapes%26sc%3D8-23%26sk%3D%26cvid%3DAECE6BF6CD1140CDA38A2153C0977B42
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=attributes+of+2d+shapes&&view=detail&mid=0DB79E90B28C22D09E3E0DB79E90B28C22D09E3E&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dattributes%2520of%25202d%2520shapes%26qs%3Dn%26form%3DQBVDMH%26sp%3D-1%26pq%3Dattributes%2520of%25202d%2520shapes%26sc%3D8-23%26sk%3D%26cvid%3DAECE6BF6CD1140CDA38A2153C0977B42
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=attributes+of+2d+shapes&&view=detail&mid=0DB79E90B28C22D09E3E0DB79E90B28C22D09E3E&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dattributes%2520of%25202d%2520shapes%26qs%3Dn%26form%3DQBVDMH%26sp%3D-1%26pq%3Dattributes%2520of%25202d%2520shapes%26sc%3D8-23%26sk%3D%26cvid%3DAECE6BF6CD1140CDA38A2153C0977B42
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=attributes+of+2d+shapes&&view=detail&mid=0DB79E90B28C22D09E3E0DB79E90B28C22D09E3E&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dattributes%2520of%25202d%2520shapes%26qs%3Dn%26form%3DQBVDMH%26sp%3D-1%26pq%3Dattributes%2520of%25202d%2520shapes%26sc%3D8-23%26sk%3D%26cvid%3DAECE6BF6CD1140CDA38A2153C0977B42
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=attributes+of+2d+shapes&&view=detail&mid=0DB79E90B28C22D09E3E0DB79E90B28C22D09E3E&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dattributes%2520of%25202d%2520shapes%26qs%3Dn%26form%3DQBVDMH%26sp%3D-1%26pq%3Dattributes%2520of%25202d%2520shapes%26sc%3D8-23%26sk%3D%26cvid%3DAECE6BF6CD1140CDA38A2153C0977B42
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=attributes+of+2d+shapes&&view=detail&mid=0DB79E90B28C22D09E3E0DB79E90B28C22D09E3E&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dattributes%2520of%25202d%2520shapes%26qs%3Dn%26form%3DQBVDMH%26sp%3D-1%26pq%3Dattributes%2520of%25202d%2520shapes%26sc%3D8-23%26sk%3D%26cvid%3DAECE6BF6CD1140CDA38A2153C0977B42
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=attributes+of+2d+shapes%2c+5th+grade&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3dattributes%2520of%25202d%2520shapes%252C%25205th%2520grade%26qs%3dn%26form%3dQBVDMH%26sp%3d-1%26pq%3dattributes%2520of%25202d%2520shapes%252C%25205th%2520grad%26sc%3d0-33%26sk%3d%26cvid%3d1700E05B76A44185A398D6008932F691&view=detail&mid=BA979030546FAFE7F7E1BA979030546FAFE7F7E1&&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=attributes+of+2d+shapes%2c+5th+grade&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3dattributes%2520of%25202d%2520shapes%252C%25205th%2520grade%26qs%3dn%26form%3dQBVDMH%26sp%3d-1%26pq%3dattributes%2520of%25202d%2520shapes%252C%25205th%2520grad%26sc%3d0-33%26sk%3d%26cvid%3d1700E05B76A44185A398D6008932F691&view=detail&mid=BA979030546FAFE7F7E1BA979030546FAFE7F7E1&&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=attributes+of+2d+shapes%2c+5th+grade&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3dattributes%2520of%25202d%2520shapes%252C%25205th%2520grade%26qs%3dn%26form%3dQBVDMH%26sp%3d-1%26pq%3dattributes%2520of%25202d%2520shapes%252C%25205th%2520grad%26sc%3d0-33%26sk%3d%26cvid%3d1700E05B76A44185A398D6008932F691&view=detail&mid=BA979030546FAFE7F7E1BA979030546FAFE7F7E1&&FORM=VDRVRV
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 MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY 

HONORS/ 
ADVANCED 

MATHEMATICS 
Section 53, 3rd 

Hour 
 

   Lessons & 
Activities this 

week 
 

GOOGLE 
CLASSROOM 

CODE: 
yq3ybyf 
 

HIGHLIGHTED 
ARE HONORS 
LEVEL  MATH 
RESOURCES 
TO SUPPORT 
THIS WEEK’S 
LESSONS. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Q3 DMR 1-1, 
https://www.beyondtextbooks.or
g/6th-8th/Sixth_Grade/Math 
 
6.M.EE.C.09 - The Highly 
Proficient student can 
create a real-world context 
using dependent and 
independent variables by 
constructing a table, graph, 
or equation. 
 
Lesson/Activity (Ppt. with 
whiteboard & markers): 
Understanding independent 
vs. dependent variables 
using function tables & 
graphs. DAY 1 of 2  
https://www.beyondtextbook
s.org/6th-8th/Sixth_Grade/M
ath/Standards/6.M.EE.C.09/T
eacher_Submitted_Resourc
es/Presentations/Function_T
ables_and_Graphs 
 
Homework: Fill in the 
Functions Vocabulary Chart. 
https://www.beyondtextbooks
.org/@api/deki/files/43320/6.E
E.09_Vocab_PDF.pdf?origin=
mt-web 
 
THIS WEEK’S IXL 
ASSIGNMENTS(SEE Google 
Classroom for links!): 

Q3 DMR, 1-2. 
https://www.beyondtextb
ooks.org/6th-8th/Sixth_G
rade/Math 
 
6.M.EE.C.09 - The 
Highly Proficient 
student can create a 
real-world context 
using dependent and 
independent variables 
by constructing a 
table, graph, or 
equation. 
 
Self-correct Monday’s 
homework and staple 
into notebooks.. 
 
Lesson/Activity (Ppt. 
with whiteboard & 
markers): 
Understanding 
independent vs. 
dependent variables 
using function tables 
& graphs. DAY 2 of 2  
https://www.beyondte
xtbooks.org/6th-8th/Si
xth_Grade/Math/Stand
ards/6.M.EE.C.09/Teac
her_Submitted_Resou
rces/Presentations/Fu
nction_Tables_and_G
raphs 

3RD HOUR TODAY 
 
Problem of the Week - 
solve in pairs. 
https://files.mtstatic.co
m/site_5922/43317/2?E
xpires=1578258721&Si
gnature=Oc1tw9-kgJjp
W5xX8YW5zIeEoCBhB
s5GdgCq3MvhoVm08t1
TXkg16JHi2yZUIumovj
AltSxp69pWtezAllx4AD
8evF6oZX5bM8KbqliNP
MtAUVg2Ut4er3EHOCx
gMgxIF0q9UkqToIN58~
FM-XmmAwO7Qdyc0X
SZT3mHHYufXzI_&Key
-Pair-Id=APKAJ5Y6AV4
GI7A555NA 
 
Lesson/Activity: See 
Google Classroom, 
“IXL for week of 
1/6/2020” to complete 
target skills. 
 
ONLINE RESOURCES: 
Graphing linear 
equations on a 
coordinate plane: 
 
Linear functions as 
tables & graphs 
https://www.bing.com/v
ideos/search?q=functio
n+tables&&view=detail
&mid=CA58E40D44F47

Q3 DMR, 1-3, 
https://www.beyondtextb
ooks.org/6th-8th/Sixth_G
rade/Math 
 
Lesson/Activity:  (print 
copies* of the BT 
worksheet for all 
students) 
https://www.beyondte
xtbooks.org/@api/deki
/files/43345/PDF_Inde
pendent_DependentV
ariablesLP.pdf?origin
=mt-web 
 
Homework: *Finish the 
BT worksheet from 
today’s lesson. 
 
 
ONLINE RESOURCES: 
 
Input & output on a 
function table 
https://www.bing.com/v
ideos/search?q=functio
n+tables&&view=detail
&mid=C7CE7FEA64B2
DDB51D30C7CE7FEA6
4B2DDB51D30&&FOR
M=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvi
deos%2Fsearch%3Fq%
3Dfunction%2Btables%
26FORM%3DHDRSC3 

Q3 DMR, Friday 
Five, 
https://www.beyond
textbooks.org/6th-8t
h/Sixth_Grade/Math 
 
Self-correct 
Thursday’s 
homework; hand-in 
for a grade. 
 
Lesson/Activity: 
See Google 
Classroom, “IXL 
for week of 
1/6/2020” to 
complete target 
skills. 
 
 
Homework: 
NONE, so read, 
read, read! 
 

ONLINE 
RESOURCES: 

 
Understand how 
to graph lines 
https://www.bing.c
om/videos/search
?q=y+%3d+mx+%
2b+b&&view=detai
l&mid=AB57D663
C025B1E4916CAB
57D663C025B1E49
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HIGHLIGHTED 
LINKS ARE 6th 
GRADE MATH 
RESOURCES, 
cont. 

Section BB:Two-variable 
equations, #2, 3, 6, 8, 10, 11. 
All due for a grade by Friday. 
 

ONLINE RESOURCES: 
 

What is a variable?  
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?
q=independent+variables+in+math&&
view=detail&mid=01F9CE51E5FEB8B
ABABE01F9CE51E5FEB8BABABE&&
FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fs
earch%3Fq%3Dindependent%2520va
riables%2520in%2520math%26qs%3
Dn%26form%3DQBVR%26sp%3D-1%
26pq%3Dindependent%2520variables
%2520in%2520math%26sc%3D8-29%
26sk%3D%26cvid%3D0D061D86DC2
C41C9A67E04607B370B3C 
 
Independent versus 
dependent variable (in 
science) 
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=i
ndependent+variable&&view=detail&mid
=73C6E17929FDADA05B6373C6E1792
9FDADA05B63&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru
=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dindep
endent%2Bvariable%26FORM%3DHDR
SC3 
 
 

 
 
Homework: IXL for 
Week of 01/06/2020 
 
ONLINE RESOURCES: 
 
Reading a function 
table 
https://www.bing.com/
videos/search?q=funct
ion+tables&&view=det
ail&mid=C7CE7FEA64
B2DDB51D30C7CE7FE
A64B2DDB51D30&&FO
RM=VRDGAR&ru=%2F
videos%2Fsearch%3Fq
%3Dfunction%2Btables
%26FORM%3DHDRSC
3 
 
Writing an equation 
from a function table. 
https://www.bing.com/
videos/search?q=funct
ion+tables&&view=det
ail&mid=D8D1403F2AA
D914290FBD8D1403F2
AAD914290FB&&FOR
M=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvi
deos%2Fsearch%3Fq%
3Dfunction%2Btables%
26FORM%3DHDRSC3 
 
 

1CCEE00CA58E40D44F
471CCEE00&&FORM=V
RDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos
%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dfu
nction%2Btables%26F
ORM%3DHDRSC3 
 
Writing Equations from 
a graph or real world 
https://www.bing.com/v
ideos/search?q=writing
+equations+from+grap
hs&&view=detail&mid=
9B3D5F104482A26D09
5B9B3D5F104482A26D
095B&&FORM=VRDGA
R&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fs
earch%3Fq%3Dwriting
%2520equations%2520
from%2520graphs%26
qs%3Dn%26form%3DQ
BVR%26sp%3D-1%26p
q%3Dwriting%2520equ
ations%2520from%252
0graphs%26sc%3D8-29
%26sk%3D%26cvid%3
D976B1CF8EFC94AB18
2F152094A175C16 
 
 

 
 
 
Y = mx + b; graphing 
lines on coordinate 
planes 
https://www.bing.com/v
ideos/search?q=y+%3d
+mx+%2b+b&ru=%2fvi
deos%2fsearch%3fq%3
dy%2b%253D%2bmx%
2b%252B%2bb%26go%
3dSearch%26qs%3dds
%26form%3dQBVR&vie
w=detail&mid=7740FC3
519688EEA0E177740FC
3519688EEA0E17&rvs
mid=AB57D663C025B1
E4916CAB57D663C025
B1E4916C&FORM=VDR
VRV 
 

16C&&FORM=VRD
GAR&ru=%2Fvide
os%2Fsearch%3F
q%3Dy%2B%253D
%2Bmx%2B%252
B%2Bb%26go%3D
Search%26qs%3D
ds%26form%3DQ
BVR 
 
How to graph a 
line (rise & run) 
https://www.bing.c
om/videos/search
?q=y+%3d+mx+%
2b+b&&view=detai
l&mid=A59D845F7
2DE9972F216A59
D845F72DE9972F2
16&&FORM=VRDG
AR&ru=%2Fvideos
%2Fsearch%3Fq%
3Dy%2B%253D%2
Bmx%2B%252B%
2Bb%26go%3DSe
arch%26qs%3Dds
%26form%3DQBV
R 
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